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Dear Families, 
May Recap 
In May we learned about flowers and the color red. We read books about flowers, looked for flowers outside, and sang 
songs about flowers and red things. We looked for red things and flowers around our room, and we saw a turtles and 
flowers when we walked to the pond. We visited the Elizabethtown College library, where we listened to stories and sang 
songs. We continued to work on our large and fine motor skills, putting the playground, climbing blocks and tunnel to 
good use, and practiced catching bubbles in our hands and had lots of fun fingerpainting kites for our art bulletin board 
and flowers for our mothers on Mother’s Day. 
 
Personal Achievement 
Jameson is beginning to help the teachers by picking up toys when it is time to clean up. He likes to sing along and do 
motions to songs during circle time. Jameson discovered that he can put toys over the rails of the cribs, so he spends time 
filling cribs with toys. He has fun with the riding toys on the playground. Jameson has been visiting the toddlers from time 
to time, and will become a Firefly in June. 
 
Zoe calls the other babies and the teachers by their names, and says “Hi” to the teachers when she wakes up from her 
nap. She helps to choose the songs we sing at circle time, helping to lead the songs and motions. Zoe enjoys the riding 
toys and slides on the playground. She likes to make animal sounds when we sing Old MacDonald, or when reading books 
with the teachers (her favorite sound to make is the elephant, complete with a trunk motion). Zoe has been spending 
time with the Fireflies, and will be moving to the Firefly room in June. 
 
Dominic is beginning to sit at the “big kids’ table” for meals, and tries to use his spoon at times. He has given up his 
morning naps and all daytime bottles, practicing to become a Firefly in July. Dominic likes to play on the riding toys on the 
playground. He giggles as he and Jameson “chase” each other around the room. Dominic enjoys building with blocks, but 
especially enjoys knocking them down. 
 
Ethan is now an accomplished cruiser, moving easily between pieces of furniture, often only holding on with one hand. He 
can stand independently for several seconds, especially if he doesn’t realize he is doing so. Ethan likes to pretend to cook, 
stirring “soup” in a pot, tasting it, and stirring some more. He crawls into the tunnel, sometimes being brave enough to 
go the whole way through. Ethan gets so excited when he sees the teacher bringing his plate of food at mealtimes that he 
shakes all over with a big smile on his face. 
 
Julia has begun to walk independently, and is becoming steadier every day. Her self-feeding skills are quickly improving, 
and she is eating nearly everything from the toddler menu. Julia likes to play patty-cake and sing ”If You’re Happy and You 
Know It,” clapping along with the teachers and other babies. She enjoys playing with the toy foods and dishes, pretending 
to cook and stir. Julia likes to play with the pop-up toys, moving the levers and buttons to make the toys pop up. 
 
Brandon is able to get up on his hands and knees, and moves around the room by scooting on his belly or on his bottom 
by leaning and sitting back up in a slightly different spot. He loves song time, waving his arms and grinning from ear to 
ear when circle time is starting. Brandon is able to move from his tummy to sitting up with no help from the teachers. He 
is taking long afternoon naps in his crib, and rarely sleeps in the morning. Brandon likes stand with help from the teacher, 
getting a better view of his friends this way. 
 
SPECIAL DATES: We will celebrate with Julia when she turns 1 year old on June 1st!  Happy birthday, Julia! 
Looking Ahead: We will say goodbye to Jameson and Zoe as they join the Fireflies in June, and to Dominic when he joins 
the Fireflies in July. We will miss our friends, but we look forward to meeting some new Inchworms soon! In June we will 
learn about bugs and the color blue. We will read books about colors and bugs, talk about blue, look for bugs and the 
color blue around our room and outside, and sing songs about bugs and blue things. We will continue to work on our 
large and fine motor skills, self-feeding skills, and using our words and signs.  
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